
Readiness and Regeneration: 
The Hamilton & Woodall Project

GETTING WALSALL SOCIAL HOUSING 2023 READY EARLY

One of the most recent of properties to be upgraded in Walsall’s community wide regeneration 
programme is the 8 storey Hamilton and Woodall blocks. WHG selected Soltherm products to address 
the challenge of fuel poverty in these tower blocks. 

Since 2013, WHG (Walsall Housing Group) have invested over 400 million in home improvements 
and energy efficiency upgrading. Their core objective is to ensure Hamilton and Woodall and similar 
properties all contribute towards their  “Readiness 2023” pledge.

SYSTEM(S) INSTALLED:
Ultimate HD Silicone 110/70mm.
BBA 18/5557 PS4

TYPE OF BUILDING:
Social Housing High Rise

m2:
5,000

SUBSTRATE & U VALUE
Cavity Wall. 0.28 U Value

INSTALLER:
SMS/SERS



HAMILTON HOUSE & WOODALL HOUSE, WALSALL

Readiness 2023 is a strategy to meet statutory requirements in terms of SAP efficiency (Standard 
Assessment Procedure for the Energy Rating of Dwellings.) Every property must achieve a minimum a
D rating, a year earlier than current legislation requires.

As well as meeting regional SAP efficiency requirements, the project was also expected to contribute to 
WHG’s ongoing challenge of tackling fuel poverty in the region.

 16.2% of Walsall householders (17,030 households) are in fuel poverty*

 Walsall ranked 9th out of 326 local authority areas in England

 60% of Hamilton and Woodall’s occupancy were classified fuel poor

*Using the Low Income High Costs (LIHC) definition of fuel poverty

A thermographic survey revealed that the existing cavity fill had failed and would need to be overclad. 
An External Wall Insulation solution would require procurement to protect the structure and improve 
energy efficiency for the health, wellbeing and financial security of its residents.

THE PROJECT

The decision was made to overclad the tower blocks using Soltherm Ultimate HD Silicone system.

Soltherm Ultimate Silicone EWI system is a BBA approved external wall insulation system incorporating 
Dual Density Mineral Wool (DDMW) with a silicone render finish, designed to increase a building’s 
thermal efficiency & weather resistance.

  
  Single or Double Mesh (HD) systems
  A2-s1, d0 to BS EN 13501-1
  Weather resistant and self-cleaning
  Increased acoustic resistance
  Mechanically & adhesively fixed
  High vapour permeability
  30 year effective life
  1.5mm or 2mm Silicone Render
  300+ Colour Choices

  BBA and NSAI Certified
  ETA and NHBC Approved

The joint installation project would be carried out between SMS and SERS. They were responsible for 
delivering 5000m2 of the Soltherm EWI system installation to the tower blocks.

Ultimate Silicone / HD Silicone



THE RESULT

The successful installation of the Soltherm Ultimate HD EWI system directly reduced fuel poor occupancy 
to below 20%. The project also achieved recognition in relation to WHG’s Readiness 2023 campaign, 
with both the Hamilton and Woodall properties receiving a C rating post completion (Thermal efficiency 
improvement to 0.28W/mK from < 0.45W/mK). This even exceeded the required 2024 standard, 4 years 
ahead of schedule.

To achieve long term energy efficient living in both properties, Soltherm, SERS and WHG jointly 
delivered energy awareness sessions to the occupants.

As a result, the total number of fuel poor households has been reduced to less than 10% across both 
blocks.

Fuel poor 
occupancy 
reduced to 
>10%

Both properties 
achieved a C 
rating for Energy 
Efficiency

Project 
nominated 
for an INCA 
award

“It was a no-brainer for us to choose the product 
which we’ve got on the buildings now because the 
quality of finish is excellent... In the first instance 
it archives from a building safety aspect so we’re 
not going to have any issues with spread of fire... 
but it also performs in terms of insulation and our 
customers gain from heat retention”

SCAN THE QR CODE 
TO WATCH THE VIDEO

Before After



A SUREFIRE ROUTE TO PROCUREMENT

The project was procured via the Surefire framework. Surefire Management Services procure and deliver 
energy efficiency retrofit projects across the UK, specialising in the UK social housing sector. 

They work together with social landlords, businesses and homeowners to ensure housing stock living 
conditions are improved, value increases, energy bills are reduced and carbon footprints are minimised.

Their Energy Retrofit service involves installing external wall insulation to properties as well as provision 
of long term planning for better energy efficiency in the future.

WHY SOLTHERM?

Soltherm are the UK and Europe’s leading manufacturer of ETICS products for improved insulation and 
energy efficiency. After 15 years of research and development, they have innovated modern External 
Wall Insulation products that reduce fuel costs and Co2 emissions, meanwhile modernising old structures 
with a variety of attractive finishes. 

  Manufacturing building products for 25 years

  Operations across 15 countries

  Approved by NSAI, BBA, ETA, DiBT & BDA

  4.5 million square metres of EWI facades installed annually

  ISO14001/2014 and ISO9001/2014 accredited

LEARN MORE

To learn more about the Hamilton and Woodall project, our products, 
or to speak to a member of our team, contact us using the details below:

01908 533 444    |    office@soltherm.co.uk    |   soltherm.co.uk


